transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide by the blood, blood-tissue gas exchange, respiratory adjustments in health, and manifestations of pulmonary disease are included.
The subject matter is laid out very clearly and concisely; the illustrations, of which there are 110 together with 27 tables, are simple and of high quality; and respiratory formulxe, which students and many others find very difficult to grasp, are almost absent. A list of selected references to each chapter is given at the end of the book.
This book is to be highly recommended. formulk and equations to which these symbols give rise, and even fewer will care to commit them to memory. The pontifical style of writing will make readers wonder whether many of the bald statements based on intricate hypotheses will withstand either statistical analysis or the passage of time. These are the hazards to which a rapidly developing science are inevitably exposed.
The author seems almost to condemn clinicians for their lack of understanding of physiological tests. Maybe this is a good fault, but it will be a long time before pCO2s, residual lung volumes, cesophageal pressures and ventilation-perfusion ratios take their place alongside blood ureas, serum cholesterols and the like. From the practical standpoint, the need is for the number of tests to be reduced to two or three which can be readily measured on standardized equipment and the results reported on laboratory forms.
The production is of the high standard we have come to expect from the publishers. The contents will be invaluable to those who wish to pry into this specialized field. 
